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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor:

We are submitting a revised version of MS: 6877870041265731 entitled “Practice Change Toward Better Adherence to Evidence-Based Treatment of Early Dental Decay in the National Dental PBRN” based on additional requests included in your communication on November 5, 2014. The comments from Reviewer 1 are included below. We have edited the manuscript text and highlighted them with aqua color.

I would suggest some minor essential revisions that should be made:

ABSTRACT: lines 15-20:
The description of the objective would be more appropriate if the (Q1), (Q2) and (Q3) will be eliminated and the objective is described in one nice formulated sentence.
Text changed as recommended.

METHODS: Development of analytic dataset: sentence 290:
A minor flaw in the counting of numbers 103,232 classified diagnostic codes should be 103,235.
Correction made.

RESULTS: sentence 324:
95% CI should be 78.6%, 80.4% instead of 95% CI 48.6%, 80.4%.
Correction made.

The thorough and thoughtful reviewers have significantly improved the final manuscript. Their efforts are appreciated.

Sincerely,

D. Brad Rindal, DDS
HealthPartners Institute for Education and Research
PO Box 1524, MS 21111R
Minneapolis, MN 55440-1524
952-967-5026
Fax 952-967-5022